
It's all about the transparency of the full
environmental impact of your products. 

 
Your customers want it, your investors demand it

and regulators will require it.
 

Backed by science using industry leading LCA
frameworks, analysing 16 impact categories of

environmental impact including climate change
and land use.

Self-service product environmental impact assessment.
At scale.

Understand your product level environmental impact.
Model and action changes to reduce impact.
Market and communicate your impact with confidence.
Get ahead of regulatory requirements related to environmental impact.

Start assessing your products today, email
impact@sustained.com

I M P A C T

Go beyond carbon.



Gain Product Level Impact Information

A comprehensive environmental impact report based on the entire
product lifecycle including raw materials, production steps, distribution
and more for your product SKUs. Sustained Impact provides insights into
the worst impacts for each product SKU and shows which life cycles
contribute the most.

Model and Action Impact Changes

Simulate how any change across any of your products entire life cycle can
impact (for the better or the worst) its environmental footprint, in real
time. Use the resulting report to identify and action changes to your
products which will most reduce your products impact.

Understand Manufacturing Impact 

Estimate what the total impact of your product range manufacturing
output would be, across 16 impact categories, for a month, a quarter or a
year.

Market and Communicate Transparently

Tell your customers and other stakeholders about the environmental
impact of your products in ways they can understand using the human
readable contextual information in the impact reports, thus helping them
inform their choices and purchases. 

Trust The Data

Sustained Impact incorporates the industry leading Product
Environmental Footprint (PEF) Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) framework
along with best in class LCA secondary datasets to ensure the most
trustworthy assessments possible.

I M P A C T

Start assessing your products today, email
impact@sustained.com


